Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
laura derks
Yates, Evan

From: Janet McDonnell  
Sent: Monday, April 16, 2018 2:58 PM 
To: EPA.VWSettlement  
Subject: [External] Please use VW Settlement Funds to move our state towards a zero emission future!

Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Janet McDonnell
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Thomas Heineman
3351 N Foster AVE.
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.
- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.
- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Bradley Wallace
From: Judy Beck
Sent: Monday, April 16, 2018 3:00 PM
To: EPA.VWSettlement
Subject: [External] Please use VW Settlement Funds to move our state towards a zero emission future!

Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Judy Beck
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Tessa Fischer
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Ellen Phillips
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Susan Balaban
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Marianne Flanagan
Yates, Evan

From: Cheryl Brumbaugh-Cayford
Sent: Monday, April 16, 2018 3:05 PM
To: EPA.VWSettlement
Subject: [External] Please use VW Settlement Funds to move our state towards a zero emission future!

Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Cheryl Brumbaugh-Cayford
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Brian Zeid
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge the EPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by the EPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Kevin McKee
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
James Bielecki
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Daniel Simon
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Michael Finley
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
dirk mol
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Ron Stevens
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Ann Joseph
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Robert Hilgenbrink
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Meredith Tucker
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Patricia Pruitt
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
John Ginger
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Charlotte Jones
From: Dorothy Deer
Sent: Monday, April 16, 2018 2:48 PM
To: EPA.VWSettlement
Subject: [External] Please use VW Settlement Funds to move our state towards a zero emission future!

Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Dorothy Deer
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Brock Auerbach-Lynn
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Joe Coco
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
sarah willett
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
K Lombardozi
From: Brent Langley
Sent: Monday, April 16, 2018 2:54 PM
To: EPA.VWSettlement
Subject: [External] Please use VW Settlement Funds to move our state towards a zero emission future!

Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Brent Langley
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Christine Bosacki
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Barbara Sullivan
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Judith Spanierman
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Tom Cordaro
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Kristen Keller
From:  William Gee  
Sent:  Monday, April 16, 2018 2:18 PM  
To:  EPA.VWSettlement  
Subject:  [External] Please use VW Settlement Funds to move our state towards a zero emission future!

Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge EPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
William Gee
From: Georgiann Schulte
Sent: Monday, April 16, 2018 2:19 PM
To: EPA.VWSettlement
Subject: [External] Please use VW Settlement Funds to move our state towards a zero emission future!

Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Georgiann Schulte
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Aaron Turkewitz
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Angela Daidone
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Patricia Chelmecki
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Thomas Heineman
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Jolie Misek
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Given Harper
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.
- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.
- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Marcia Heeter
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge EPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by EPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Dany St-Pierre
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Henrietta Saunders
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
John Pearson
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Susan Crothers
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Robert Handelsman
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Sandra Kaptain
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Lenore Reeves
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,

Cathy Felix
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,

Gene .spanos
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Albert Legzdins
From: Susan Okimoto  
Sent: Monday, April 16, 2018 2:06 PM  
To: EPA.VWSettlement  
Subject: [External] Please use VW Settlement Funds to move our state towards a zero emission future!

Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,  
Susan Okimoto
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regard,
nancy strickland
Yates, Evan

From: Frances Sowa
Sent: Monday, April 16, 2018 2:09 PM
To: EPA.VWSettlement
Subject: [External] Please use VW Settlement Funds to move our state towards a zero emission future!

Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Frances Sowa
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Denise Dean
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,

Cynthia Acker

[Address]
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
JEANETTE LOUIS
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Russell Hart
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,

Jill Franklin
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Vx Evan
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Mary Barbezat
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Patrick Brown
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Jan Hervert
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Laura Haber
35th Green St.
Chicago, IL
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Stephen Blessman

[Signature]
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
William Drucker
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Bonnie Kenaz-Mara
Chicago, IL 60613
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Catherine Haskins
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Chuck Wasserburg
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Elisha Gray
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Craig Mankowski
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Eric Heineman
From: Beverly Conroy  
Sent: Monday, April 16, 2018 1:59 PM  
To: EPA.VWSettlement  
Subject: [External] Please use VW Settlement Funds to move our state towards a zero emission future!

Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Beverly Conroy
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.
- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.
- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Dan Rosenthal
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,

Nancy Joseph
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Margaret Massarello
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,

Michaeline Hade
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.
- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.
- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
V. Klubek
From: Melanie Moore
Sent: Monday, April 16, 2018 3:11 PM
To: EPA.VWSettlement
Subject: [External] Please use VW Settlement Funds to move our state towards a zero emission future!

Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Melanie Moore
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

Please use these monies to install more electric charging stations all over Illinois, including southern Illinois. As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Kay Ahaus
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Jason Harper
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Sarah Eddy
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Michael Landis
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

REGARDS,

James Jorgenson
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,

joe huet
From: Bettina Perillo
Sent: Wednesday, April 18, 2018 8:35 PM
To: EPA.VWSettlement
Subject: [External] Please use VW Settlement Funds to move our state towards a zero emission future!

Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Bettina Perillo
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Patricia Armstrong
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Larry Coble
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,

Timothy Drexler
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

• Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

• I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

• The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Bryan Tillman
Dear Director, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Alec Messina,

As an Illinois resident, I urge IEPA to use the unique opportunity provided by the VW settlement to move Illinois towards a clean, healthy transportation future. The $108 million the state is receiving can go a long way in transforming our state and creating a zero-emission future.

The questions in the survey provided by IEPA do not allow me to express my opinions adequately so I am submitting this comment to the record instead.

- Please allocate the full amount (15%) allowed for electric vehicle charging stations; electrifying the transportation sector will reduce air and carbon emissions.

- I fully support 10% or more of the funds being directed for electric school buses; children deserve diesel-free rides to school! Please structure this so all public school children are treated the same, whether their school district owns their buses or contracts out.

- The plan virtually ignores the needs of municipal bus systems in Chicago and across Illinois; please make sure these are addressed.

Now is the time for Illinois to take the lead on reducing air pollution and cleaning up our transportation sector.

Regards,
Gary Grice
1235 N. Park Ave.